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l'Bircheri may
lecture here
During the week of Nov. 8, stu-
dents will have a chance to in-
vestigate the aims of the John
Birch Society.
Al Beveredge, through the Polit-
ical Lyceum Committee of the
Student Senate, has arranged for
William Evans, the New England
Coordinator of the Society, to visit
the campus and lecture concerning
the Society.
Mr. Evans will be speaking in
DOCILE
Bangor during that week and will
include the Maine campus. His
program, a standard one set up by
the Society, includes a movie pre-
senting the group's background, il-
lustrating its activities, and stating
its aims and views on the issues of
our time.
Following this movie, Evans will
hold a question and answer period
which should provide much addi-
tional information concerning the
Society.
NECKLACE—Sophomore
Tom Allen offers an apple to one of six deer stashed away in the
woods behind Androscoggin Hall. While munching, the deer is
transmitting radio signals to a receiver in Deering Hall.
DOE SPORTS TRANSISTORIZED
Flora and Fawna 
Androscoggin undergrowth
hides electrified menagerie
By DAVID KIMBALL
Out in the woods behind And-
roscoggin Hall the six deer never
pricked an ear as the Maine band
marched and tooted. Neither did
the skunk or the baby bobcat. As-
sorted campus noise is old stuff to
them—most of them have lived up
there for months in their one-and-
a-half acre pens.
The deer might have picked up
the music with their transistorized
necklaces, but the "radios" don't
work that way. Over in Deering
Hall the continuous signals they
emit are picked up on a receiver
manned by sophomore Tom Allen,
who plots their movements.
This unusual project was set up
last year under the supervision of
Professor Sanford Schemnitz in
the Wildlife Management depart-
ment. As the professor's special as-
sistant, Allen looks after the
menagerie.
In the spring, the deer will be
transferred to a small island off the
Maine coast — still wearing the
transmitters — so that their move-
ments in the wild may be plotted.
(The signals are receivable from a
distance of over 4 miles.)
This idea of transistorized deer
is not completely new; some work
has been done in the field before.
But Allen and the professor have
added some exotic touches of their
own.
The batteries now worn by the
deer only last for about three
months—and catching deer to
change their batteries gets to be a
grind. So the pair is working on a
solar battery that would recharge
itself from the sun's rays.
Tom is working now to perfect
an expandable coil-spring collar as
the bucks' necks swell during mat-
ing season, making their collars too
small and thus putting them "off
the air" for a while.
Only two of the deer are wear-
ing the beep-beep bracelets at pres-
ent. When all six are broadcasting,
the next step will be to set up a
second receiver. One receiver lo-
cates the deer pretty accurately,
but two of them would pinpoint
their position exactly.
The bobcat and the skunk are
extras—with the possible exeep-
(Coottiamed ow Pyle Sir)
he maine
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Future of University on the line;
growth depends on 2 bond issues
Maine voters will go to the polls
Tuesday and decide the future de-
velopment of the University of
Maine.
Six bond issues will be present-
ed to the voters in the referen-
dum. Three of the six provide
funds for improvements at the
University, state teachers colleges,
and vocational-technical institutes.
Referendum question No. 3
provides $6,000,000 for housing at
the University. The act would au-
thorize a bond issue for construc-
tion, acquisition or improvement
of housing. This includes dormi-
tories, dining halls, married stu-
dents and faculty housing.
The bonds would be payable
within 40 years. The University
would pay back the bonds by col-
lecting board and room fees.
Dr. H. Austin Peck, vice presi-
dent of the University, stated,
"Since the great majority of the
students enrolled at the Orono
campus of the State University re-
quire living accommodations, the
facilities that will be provided by
these bonds are highly essential
for the planned expansion of the
University."
Referendum question No. 4 pro-
vides classrooms, laboratories, and
other facilities for the University
at both Orono and Portland.
This measure makes available
$6,970,000 for renovations to many
of the older buildings and improve-
ments in steam, water and sewage
lines. It would include a new
infirmary for Orono, a physical
education-auditorium a n d science
buildings for Portland, a public
information and press building, a
two-year Technical Institute in
Technology, and a dairy herd
feeding center.
The money would come from the
issue of serial coupon bonds, pay-
able within 20 years from date of
issue.
Referendum Question No. 1 pro-
vides $3,960,000 for construction
of dormitories and dining facili-
ties at state teachers colleges and
vocational-technical institutes.
Peck said the university has is-
sued a leaflet which encourages
citizens to "vote yes for higher ed-
ucation." He explained that all six
bond issues in the referendum are
"in favor of progress for Maine."
Indian philosopher to
lecture on U-IVI campus
Indian philosopher, noted author
and teacher, Dr. Vishnath S. Nara-
vane, will visit here Nov. 8 and 9
for a series of lectures on modern
India and the steady influence of
its ancient philosophies.
On Nov. 8, the series will include
an illustrated lecture on Indian
sculpture and architecture at 4:10
p.m. at Carnegie Hall and a lecture
on Indian philosophy at 8 p.m. in
the MCA House. A lecture on
higher education in India will be
the subject of a faculty seminar at
noon of Nov. 9. A poetry reading
from the work of Mohammed Iqbal
in both English and Urdu is slated
for 4:10 p.m. in the Memorial
Union on Nov. 9.
Naravane devotes this lecture to
this poet for he feels that lqbal
represents the important Islamic
element in modern Indian thought
that is often neglected. The final
lecture in the series will be the
"Confrontation of East and West."
held in the Main Lounge of the
Memorial Union at 8:00 p.m. Nov.
9 and sponsored by the Interna-
tional Club and the Politics and
International Relations Club.
Naravane's lectures here are part
of a series throughout New Eng-
land colleges and Universities. He
has recently come from Greece to
the United States after a mission
for the Indian Council for Cul-
tural Relations.
He will speak at Colby, Bates,
St. Laurence University and the
Bangor Theological Seminary fol-
lowing his tour here. Earlier in the
week he spoke at the University of
Maine in Portland and Westbrook
Junior College.
Naravane is the head of the de-
partment of philosophy and a pro-
fessor at the University of Poona
in India. He has travelled exten-
sively in Europe and the United
States, participating in conferences
and teaching in various colleges as
a guest lecturer. He spent 1963 as
guest lecturer on Indian Thought
at Colby College.
As a noted author of Indian
thought, Naravane has been praised
for his stylistic excellence and as
one of the "best modern essayists
in the English language." He co-
authored and edited a definitional
dictionary of the philosophy of
Hindu. Among his other books are
Modern Indian Thought; A Philo-
sophical Survey; Stories from the
Indian Classics; and his most re-
cently published work, The Ele-
phant and the Lotus: Essays in
Philosophy and Culture.
DR. VISHATE1 S. NARAVANE
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Evening concert series features Carnegie Trio
The Carnegie Trio still appear in
the first concert of the Evening
Concert Series. The Trio will per-
form a program of classics tomor-
row at 8 p.m. in Alumni Hall.
Clayton Hare, the new member
of the Trio. plays violin. Hare
studied string instruments at the
Royal Academy of Music in Lon-
don and at the IuHard School of
Music. He studied conducting with
Pierre Monteau. and has conducted
several orchestras.
He was professor of music and
conductor at Boston University be-
fore coming to U-M. Here he di-
rects the University Orchestra and
the string program.
Robert Collins plays the violon-
cello for the trio. He received his
B.A. in violoncello and M.A. in
composition from the University of
Texas. As a Fu!bright Scholar, he
spent two years in London. He
conducted in Washington, D.C. and
taught at the University of Ar-
kansas before coming to U-M last
year.
Miss Kathryn Ann Foley is the
trio's pianist. She is a graduate of
Manhattanville College and re-
ceived her M.A. after a year of
study in Italy. She did post grad-
uate work at the Eastman School
of Music. Here she has taught
piano for six years.
The Evening Concert Series will
present one concert a month, the
majority of which will appear on
ETV. Admission is free to all con-
certs.
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DOMINATE! Take over the fashion scene
with this waffle monotone, belted at the
back and featuring braid bound pocket
flaps and collar. Red, green. 5-15.
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See our fine selection
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Professorship started
in name of L. H. Elliott
In announcing the naming of the
Lloyd H. Elliott Distinguished Pro-
fessorship, Dr. Lawrence M. Cutler,
president of the university's board
of trustees, said the professorial
chair has been made possible
"through the generosity of a small
group of donors %Ito were quick
to recognize the tremendous con-
tribution which Lloyd H. Elliott
has made to the great progress of
the University of Maine and his
support of higher education in
Maine during his seven years' stay
with us."
The designation of the depart-
ment and college where the named
professorship will be located is to
be determined by the specific
wishes of Dr. Elliott.
ORONOKA RESTAURANT
SMORGASBORD 5:30-9:00
WEDNESDAY
PRIVATE PARTIES AM)
BANQUETS
DANCE TO
NORM LAMBERT
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
"FINE FOOD YOU'LL
REMEMBER"
Tel. 866-2169
FRIDAY EVENING CONCERT SERIES--The Carnegie Trio will per-form tomorrow evening with a rendition of a program of elas-ies inthe Alumni hall Auditorium.
The members of the Trio are: Robert Collins, Kathryn Foley, and thenewest member Clayton Hare.
A 19 l';.N17t .1.110 1 It.i,L L.NT—Tlii, pia:, received rate re.% iews fromcot7. ii -t and spectators when it was staged last Sunday and ;Iontlayat tile Coffee House. The play was written by Christopher Fry. (seeplv:;• 'our)
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With Eaton's Corrdsable Bond Typewriter Paper, youcan erase that goof without a trace.
Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface per-
mits quick and easy erasing with an ordinary pencil
eraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable.In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. Inhandy 100
-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes.At Stationery Departments.
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EATON'S CORRASARLE
TYPEWRITER PAPER
Only Eaton makes Corra-sable."
EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSFIELD, MASSACHt1SETTS
l)ue to the absence of a Ire:esti/cc
for the Women's Athletic Associa-
tion. th:re a special election
to fill this oiTice as soon as possible.
The slate is as follows: Janice
Allen, Coastance 1-elch, Karen Ol-
sen. and Holly Mudge.
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Leo Meissners donate
two oil paintings to U-11A
By DAVID KIMBALL
Maine artist Leo Meissner and
his wife recently visited art pro-
fessor Vincent Hartgen, and pre-
sented him with two paintings for
the University collection.
"Tidal Surge", an oil done by
Meissner, portrays the surf pounding
on the shore of Monhegan Island,
where the artist has his summer
studio.
The other painting "Winter Mail-
boat", was done by the late Andrew
Winter, also a Maine artist and a
close friend of the Meissners. "Win-
ter Mailboat" was a gift from Mr.
Meissner's personal collection. The
painting shows Monhegan's mail-
boat, the Laura B., making the
rough winter crossing to Monhegan
Island from neighboring Mariana
Island.
Leo Meissner studied at the De-
troit School of Fine Arts and the
Art Students' League in New York
and is well known for his paintings
in oil, casein, and mixed media. He
is also noted for his wood engrav-
A&S freshmen
will take test
for "own good"
All freshmen in the College of
II Arts and Sciences are to partici-
pate in a research study Nov. 6 at
9:00 a.m. in the Hauck Auditoriuni.
The study hopes to identify the
reasons why students withdraw from
college before they graduate. A
knowledge of these reasons could
be of great value to the students in
planning and the pursuit of their
college careers.
The testing program has been
authorized by Dean Joseph M.
Murray and is under the super-
vision of Dr. Robert A. Apostal. di-
rector of the Testing and Counseling
Service. Any questions about the
test should be directed to Dr.
Apostal at 102 Education Building.
Arts and Science freshmen are to
arrange their schedules for Satur-
day morning to include this testing
.t:r
MAKE FREESE'S
IN DOWNTOWN
BANGOR YOUR
HEADQUARTERS FOR
FAMOUS SHULTON
PRODUCTS —
ESPECIALLY
TIIE POPULAR
Oice
LINE
ings. Meissner has had more than
60 one-man showings, and his work
is constantly included in national
exhibitions. He is a member of the
National Academy of Design, the
Audubon Artists, the Old Bergen
Art Guild, and several other groups.
Mr. Meissner's work is included
in the permanent collections of the
Metropolitan Museum, the Library
of Congress, the New York Public
Library, and the Philadelphia Mu-
seum of Art.
Mrs. Meissner writes "Brush
Strokes", an art column in the Port-
land Sunday Telegram under the
pseudonym Bunny Gill.
Andrew Winter was born in Es-
tonia. He studied at the National
Academy of Design, the Cape Cod
School of Art, and the Tiffany
Foundation. In 1940, one of his
works was displayed at the "Wall
of Fame" in the World's Fair in
New York. His art is displayed at
the National Academy of Design,
the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine
Art, the National Arts Club, and
several other well-known galleries.
Mr. Winter died in 1958. His widow
now paints under the name of Mary
Taylor.
Mr. Winter's painting is in the
Main Lounge of the Union; Meiss-
ner's work will grace the Union's
Ford Rol im.
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N. E. Regional Hillel Conference
attracts six students from U-M
Six students will be leaving to- temporary Jewish Literature.
morrow to attend the Hillel New Those attending are: Joel Alpert,
England Regional Conference in Debbie Berg, Bruce Bigman, Elaine
Wrentham, Mass. Cohen, Ann Dresner and Henry
The conference c•mcerns Con- Goodstein.
MOVING INTO AN UNFURNISHED APARTMENT?
YOU CAN RENT
BEDS — COUCHES — CHESTS
DESKS — TABLES — CHAIRS
BOOKCASES — ROLLAWAY COTS
RANGES — REFRIGERATORS
Plus Dozens ol Other Items
—SEE SANDY—
ECONOMY FURNITURE - RR Station - Old Town - 827-2484
Kick the
dull driving habit.
Step out in a lively
Dodge Coronet.
Forget all you've seen and heard about '66 cars.
Because Coronet is here . . . sharp, smart and
sassy, the greatest thing from Dodge since Year
One. Loaded with luxury the higher-priced cars
haven't caught onto yet. With a choice of five
engines, each one designed to make the walls of
Dullsville come tumbling down. And with a whole
slew Of standard equipment that used to cost
extra. Like an outside rear view mirror. A padded
D0001 DIVISiON CHRYSLER
41401005 C04 000A140,1
Isn't it time you Joined the Dodge Rebellion,
dash for extra safety. Variable-speed electric
windshield wipers and washers. Backup lights.
Turn signals. Seat belts, two front and two rear.
And, as some extra frosting on the Coronet cake,
a 5-year or 50,000-mile warranty.'
Enough said to get you really tempted? Now
let's get away from the look-alike, drive-alike,
first-cousin cars with Coronet, a car with a lively
personality all its own.
'66 Dodge Coronet
*WERE'S NOM DODGE'S S-YEAR, 50,000-111LE ENGINE AND DRIVE TRAIN WARRANTY PROTECTS YOU: Chrysler Corporationconhdently warrants allot the lollowing with path oils 1%6 cars for S years or 50,iiu0 miles, vro.i.nevei Lomas Inst. during which timoany such parts that prove detective in material and workmanship not be replaced or repaired at a Chrysler Motors Corporation AuthorizedWOWS place of business wrthout charge for such parts Of labor: *none block head and internal carts ntake mandold water pump,transmission case and infernal parts (excepting manual clutch), torque converter, drive shaft, universal Joints rear role and diffrentral,and rear wheel bearings.
REQUIRED MAINTENANCE: The followrng maintenance services are required under the warranty—change engine oil every 3 monthsel 4,000 muss, whichever comes first; replace orl filter every second 044 change, clean carburetor air filter every 6 months and replace itevery 2 years; and retry 6 months furnish evidenced this required service ton Cholla. Motors Corporation Authorized Dealer and requestIt. to certify receipt of such evidence and your car's mileage. Simple enough for such important protection.
Join the Dodge Rebellion at your Dodge Dealer's.
WATCH 'THE BOB HOPE CHRYSLER THEATRE KEDNESDAY NIGHTS ON NBC TV CHECK YOUR LOCAL LISTINGS.
hip Four Tir3 MAWS 0101.1711 Orono, Matas, October 28, 1966
'Phoenix Too Frequent' draws
favorable criticism and praise
By STURGIS HASKINS
This season's initial Coffee House
offering, A Phoenix Too Frequent,
was a comedy by British playwright
Christopher Fry.
Not only was this work perfectly
suited to the rather limited facili-
ties of the Coffee house but it was
beautifully done.
A Phoenix Too Frequent is about
a young Roman widow and her
maid who are starving to death in
the tomb of her husband—presucm-
ably as a sacrifice to him. A young
Roman soldier happens by with six
bodies which he thoughtfully leaves
outside. Not unexpectedly he falls
in love with the widow and in his
attentiveness to her manages to lose
one of the bodies.
With a disconcerting practicality
the widow thoughtfully offers to re-
place the lost body with that of her
late husband, thus save the soldier
from death by court martial.
Though all ends happily there is
more to the play than this. Basic-
ally Mr. Fry is poking fun at hypo-
critical piety and gently mocking
the folly of the living.
Rosemary Semsel did a convincing
job as Doto, the maid. Fritz Mom-
sen, as the soldier was certainly
most adequate to this part though
on several occasions his performance
appeared slightly "flat". Fritz's
rather disarming attractiveness ZOOM
than compensated, however.
The real star of this presentation
was Hilda Grant who gave a truly
virtuoso performance. It would be
difficult to give her adequate praise.
George Friend ably directed this
production.
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The Company's first engine, the Wasp, took
to the air on May 5, 1926. Within a year the
Wasp set its first world record and went on
to smash existing records and set standards
for both land and seaplanes for years to
come, carrying airframes and pilots higher,
farther, and faster than they had ever gone
before.
In recent years, planes powered by Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft have gone on to set
new standards of performance in much the
same way as the Wasp had done in the
1920's. The 727 and DC-9 are indicative of
the new family of short-to-medium range
jetliners which are powered by the highly
successful JT8D turbofan. Examples of
current military utilizations are the J58.
powered Mach 3 YF-12A which recently
established four world aviation records and
the advanced TF30-powered F-111 variable.
geometry fighter aircraft.
PRATT A *WPM AIRCRAFT TECOMICAL PORMATION VS TEARS
I
PROJECTED GROWTH
PECORO OF ETARIUTT
No clip .n technical population
for the last quarter
a a century)
131 5042 S944 z15
Future
Take a look at the above chart; then a good long look
at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft—where technical careers
offer exciting growth, continuing challenge, and lasting
stability—where engineers and scientists are recog-
nized as the major reason for the Company's con-
tinued success.
Engineers and scientists at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
are today exploring the ever-broadening avenues of
energy conversion for every environment ... all opening
up new avenues of exploration in every field of aero-
space, marine and industrial power application. The
technical staff working on these programs, backed by
Management's determination to provide the best and
most advanced facilities and scientific apparatus, has
already given the Company a firm foothold in the cur-
rent land, sea, air and space programs so vital to our
country's future. The list of achievements amassed
by our technical staff is a veritable list of firsts in the
development of compact power plants, dating back to
the first Wasp engine which lifted the United States
to a position of world leadership in aviation. These
engineering and scientific achievements have enabled
the Company to obtain its current position of leader-
11111$ 19% 1162 5044,
ship in fields such as gas turbines, liquid hydrogen
technology and fuel cells.
Should you join us, you'll be assigned early responsi-
bility. You'll find the spread of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's
programs requires virtually every technical talent. You'll
find opportunities for professional growth further en-
hanced by our Corporation-financed Graduate Educa-
tion Program. Your degree can be a BS, MS or PhD in:
MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY
• CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • ENGINEERING SCIENCE OR
APPLIED MECHANICS.
For further information concerning a career with Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement
officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108.
SPECIALISTS IN POV.ER POWER FOR PROPULSION—POWER
FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUS-
TRIAL APPLICATIONS.
Pratt &Whitney Aircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM EiE.ACH, FLORIDA
DIVIS.ON OF UNITED a,tarnAFT CORP.
A
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Nurses discuss
communications
and techniques
The first session of a workshop
for head nurses and nurse super-
visors will be conducted at Orono
by the School of Nursing on Nov. I
through 5. These sessions are spon-
sored by the New England Council
for Higher Education in Nursing
(NECHEN).
Among topics of concern at this
particular session will be: the role
of communications in establishing
what people believe patients are
entitled to; conference and group
techniques; philosophies and objec-
tives of nursing care and methods
of implementing them within their
own clinical resources. Also, partici-
pants will be assigned projects to
work on during the six-month in-
terval until the next session.
Director of the workshop will be
Mrs. Phyllis S. Williams of the
School of Nursing faculty.
Speakers during the workshop will
be Miss Mary Sullivan, director of
the Division of Public Health Nurs-
ing, State Department of Health
and Welfare; Mrs. Phyllis Caswell
Simmons, nurse consultant for the
Bingham Foundation, New England
Medical Center, Boston; and Dr.
Robert I. Ayling, associate professor
of community development and di-
rector of the community develop-
ment program, U. of M. department
of agricultural business and eco-
nomics.
Rabbi Axelrod
spoke at Hillel
supper- lecture
On Sunday evening, Oct. 24th,
the University of Maine Hillel
Foundation held its 3rd supper-lec-
ture of the semester.
The speaker was Rabbi Axelrad,
the director of Hillel at Brandeis
University. His topic was The
Hebrew Bible and Concepts that
are not in it.
On Nov. 7, Hillel will sponsor a
breakfast with a member of the
University of Maine faculty as
guest speaker.
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Poets, dancers exhibit
talent at Coffee House
The checkered-covered tables in
the dim room are filled. Everyone
is facing the solitary boy who is
reciting his original poetry. The
place is not Greenwich Village, but
the campus Coffee House.
This Friday Gus Bombard, Mern
Nippo, Nancy Jean Smith, and
Bob Margrave, will be there to pre-
sent a program of poetry reading
from 8:30 to 10:00.
On Saturday night the Coffee
House undergoes change of pace
with an exhibition of Greek folk
dances. The dances will be dem-
onstrated by a group of eight stu-
dents, some of whom are Greek,
others who have acquired skill in
Greek folk dancing on their own.
After the performance, the audi-
ence will be tutored in some of
these basic dancing steps.
Patronize Our Advertisers
Frosh campaign week ended;
poor turnout names officers
Newly elected officers of the
freshman class are Richard Glea-
son, president; Rae Ann French,
vice president; Karen Thurston,
secretary; and Brian Harden, trea-
surer.
After a week of campaigning
22 candidates spoke on their quali-
fications for office at a poorly-at-
tended class meeting Sunday after-
noon.
Monday election results showed
that 42% of the class actually
voted, the worst turnout in years.
Gleason was elected president
with a total of 280 votes, 141 more
than his closest contender. Other
candidates for offices were Jim
Chestnut, Howard Fields, Chris
Grim, Joe Pietroski, John Randall
and Brent Slater for president;
Mike Brown, Bonnie Peoples, Keith
Rowe and Dana Staples for vice
the maine
CALENDAR
Friday
High School Debate Workshop
Muab Movie, Rampage, 7 and
9:30 p.m.
Saturday
MOC Acadia National Park Trip
Den Dance
MUAB Movie, Kisses for 'ply
President, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Monday
Third Installment on Fall Se-
mester Charges Due
Tuesday
Poetry Hour, 4 p.m., Memorial
Union
General Student Senate
Pizza
( good stuff)
Jumbo Burgers Blizzards
soft drinks, etc., etc. . . .
for fast pizza delivery
GOVERNOR'S
STILLWATER Tel. 827-4277
who is gordon
peters?
BLOUSES
in KODEL combed
cotton with
permanent press
(guaranteed no ironing)
White - Maize - Linen
in sizes 30-38
Long and Short Sleeve 3.98
CUTLER'S
OLD TOWN
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I everybody'sdoin' it ...Midge McFadden 1
At the annual Phi Kappa Sigma
initiation banquet held recently,
awards were presented to Bill
Flynt and Dale Worthen for at-
taining the highest point averages;
both received a 4.0. The Hutchin-
son Key Award, presented to the
brother who has shown the great-
est improvement in point average
over the previous semester, was
awarded to John Ireland.
PINNED: Gretchen Ebbeson to
Bruce Cary, Delta Tau Delta;
Beckie Joncas, Phi Mu, to Don
Cretien, Phi Mu Delta; Ursula
Pickert, Phi Mu, to Jeff Carlson,
Alpha Theta at Dartmouth; Patri-
cia Cohan, Central Connecticut
State College, to Dean Gaudreau,
Sigma Phi Epsilon; Lynn Lamson,
Hingham, Mass., to Russ Peter-
son, Sigma Phi Epsilon; Peggy
Dorion, New England Deaconess
Hospital, to Ed Baum, Sigma Phi
Epsilon; Sue Rush '65, to Bill
Cattelle, Phi Eta Kappa; Jane
Hobbs to Dave Inman, Phi Eta
Kappa; Cynthia Johnson, Alpha
Omicron Pi, to James Trusell, Col-
lege of Osteopathy and Surgery,
Missouri; Carole Brown to Bill
Loftus, Tau Kappa Epsilon; Candy
Buck, Alpha Phi, to John Cooper,
Phi Gamma Delta, Syracuse; Carol
Pike to Vent Patterson, Tau Epsi-
lon Phi; Norma Ceasar to Dan
Richards, Tau Epsilon Phi; Nancy
Stone, Pi Beta Phi, to Paul Fergus,
Kappa Sigma, Bowdoin; Jane
Blackstone, Central Maine Gener-
al, to Dave Cleaves.
ENGAGED: Lee Cheetham, Al-
pha Omicron Pi, to Bill Riviere,
Phi Eta Kappa; Carla Horn, Delta
Delta Delta, to Charlie Burnham,
Phi Eta Kappa; Natalie Jackson,
Delta Delta Delta, to Steve Chand-
ler, Alpha Gamma Rho (correc-
tion); Sancy Fellows, Chi Omega,
to Jim Willard, Phi Mu Delta:
Nanci Hiester, Chi Omega, to Bob
Jordan, Phi Kappa Sigma; Julie
Caldwell to Peter Cowan.
MARRIED: Carol A. Blood to
Terry Allen; Bonnie Peterman to
Jack Richardson, Phi Eta Kappa:
Anne Cathcart, Chi Omega, to
Murry Spruce, Phi Eta Kappa;
Linda Curtis, Chi Omega, to Ron
McGuire, Phi Eta Kappa; Lisa
Drouin to Ron Corbin, Phi Eta
Kappa; Sherry Hughes to Vernon
Smith.
LIMMWT
W IVI E BF39'1-1
"A Spectrum of Listening
Pleasure"
BROADCAST SCIIEDULE
Monday Darn Friday
P.M.
6:00 MUSICAL MONTAGE
6:55 NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
7:00 Monday & Thursday
THIS IS JAZZ
Tuesday and Friday
THE FOLK 110tH
Wednesday
ON BROADWAY
8:00 Regular Features &
MUSICAL INTERLUDE
8:45 NEWS ROUND-UP
9:00 EVENING CONCERT
(opera, Thursday)
11:00 MUSIC 'TIL MID-
NIGHT
11:55 NIGHT DESK
12:00 SIGN OFF
Nore: If you desire a more de-
tailed listing of our programs
call or write us at 275 Stevens
Hall or 866-7385. We will be
happy to send you a weekly
copy of our program bulletin
free of charge.
president; Margaret Alden, Susan
Carr, Diane Pendleton and Bar-
bara Sauer for secretary; and
Renee Gogne, Paul Kaiser, Patricia
Robey and William Schaper for
treasurer.
Gleason is majoring in business
administration and is from Plain-
field, N. J. He was president of his
class in high school and was a
member of the football team, Key
Club and student council. He is
also a reporter on WMEB-FM.
Miss French is from Gardiner
and is in the college of arts and
sciences. In high school she was in
student council, secretary of her
class and an honor graduate.
An English major from Portland,
Miss Thurston was also active in
many high school activities. This
year she is a member of the band
and a volunteer worker at the
Bangor Children's Hospital.
THE
BEST!
CRAIG THE TAILOR
ORONO
1. Hey, you coming to the
hootenanny?
I'm not feeling very
folksy tonight.
& Why not sing out your woes?
Let the world hear your
treuhles.
Look, singing has nothing
to do with it. I've been
thinking about the kind of
work I want to do when
I graduate.
I. Show your story to the hills,
the sauó, the far-away seas.
And listen for an answer from
the winds.
doubt if the winds will
tel me where I can get a
challenging job with good
pay and plenty of
opportunity to move up.
•
L You got those low-down,
feelin' poorly, out-of-
sorts blues?
I wouldn't get so
poetic about it.
4. Music of the people can
provide a catharsis.
I don't ueed one.
8. Oh, if that's what you'r•
concerned about, why not
get in touch with Equitable.
They're looking for college
men who have demonstrated
potential for above-average
achievement. I'm sure you'd
be happy in one of the special
development programs becauje
the work is fascinating, the
salary excellent, and the
opportunities unlimited.
Say, how about a me&ey of
John Henry, Rock Island
Line and Michael, Row the
Boat Ashore.
For career opportunities at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or
write te Patrick Scollard, Manpower Development Division.
The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States
Reese Office 1285 Ae of the Americiu, New York. N. Y 10019 C Equitable 19485
An Equal Opportunity Empluyer
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C.B.S.'s national citizenship
quiz needs people to fill forms
The League of Women Voters
of Orono is trying to interest RS
many people as possible in taking
the CBS National Citizenship Test,
Nov. 9, at 10 p. m.
The job of the League is to dis-
tribute the official test form. The
at-home audience can see how they
HILLSON
CLEANERS
Campus pick-up
and delivery
each day
"You get 'em grubby
We'll get them clean"
18 Mill Street, Orono
866-3647
rate on subjects related to citizen-
ship, voting, government, and poli-
tics.
Forms will be available to U-M
students at the Union desk on Nov.
8 and 9, in the TV Room on Nov.
9, and at the Library Reserve Desk
on Nov. 8 and 9.
The test forms will also be
available in Orono at the Stop and
Shop store on Nov. 5 and 6, and
at the Town Hall and Treworgy's
on Nov. 8 and 9.
The format of the show will be
much the same as the National
Drivers Test given over the same
network earlier this year. There
will be short-answer questions and
illustrated situations. The partici-
pants must solve them by choosing
from multiple choice or multiple
sequence situations. Answers will
be given during the program.
Producers of the show had the
advice of a panel of government
experts, including Vice President
Hubert H. Humphrey, Senator
Everett Dirksen (R., Ill.) and
professors from Harvard and Col-
umbia Universities.
CBS reporters Harry Reasoner
and Mike Wallace will monitor the
hour-long quiz.
Flora and Fawna
(Continued from Page One)
tion of the skunk, neither of
them has e‘er sent a signal to
anyone.
Tom found the bobcat, appro-
priately named Bobby, down in Ed-
munds, Maine this summer, and
decided to bring it back to school
with him. Weighing in at 15
pounds, Bobby is far from fully-
grown but he has packed on a few
Surprise!
your ArtCarved Diamond Ring comes
to you on its own precious throne.
PROMISE TRIBUTE TR UMP H
All styles shown with the, little thrones, charmingly gat boxed
from $150 to $1200 backed by the written ArtCarved
guarantee and P‘ --nanent Value Plan
rt Carved
DRAM Dli\N_IOND PNGS
For tree folder write J. R wood & Sons Inc 2:6 E 451I, St New York 10017
r See Dream Diamond Rings on
Bangor
Crow n Jeweler.
Belf
Stover's Jewelery
Caribou
Johnston's, Inc.
Lewiston
E. Baribardt, Jeweler
Livermore Falls
Small's Jewelry Store
Sanford
Earle K. Howe
at these Authorlzed ArtCarved Jewelers
Madawaska
Roberta Jewelry
Oakland
Larsen's Jewelry Stort'
Presque Isle
Brawn's Jewelry
Portland
Carter Brothers
Rock land
Mush-land
pounds—he tipped the scales at
1000 grams when Tom adopted
him in July.
Bobby has a cabin beside the
deer pens all to himself where he
lunches on chickens thoughtfully
provided by his master from the
University chicken coops (Tom has
permission.) The sign on the cabin
door lends a touch of glamour and
intrigue: "Do Not Enter — Wild
Animal Loose Inside." He is soon
due for a move to even more spa-
cious quarters; a large outside pen
is under construction.
The skunk, as yet unnamed, was
an unexpected visitor. Evidently
paying a social call to his deer
neighbors, he stumbled into a trap
intended for raccoons (notorious
deer-food eaters).
The pluck of the tiny striped
thing as he raised his tail and
aimed, warmed Allen's heart. He
intends to have the critter de-
scented and add it to the rapidly
expanding zoo at "Androscoggin
Acres."
Olympia Portable Typewriter
World't Finest
2 Year Guarantee
FREI TRIAL
Choice of Type Style
All Makes Available
GASS OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
138 Washington Street
Bangor
"near old Bangor-Brewer Bridge"
Telephone 942-6789
HUNTING
CLOTHES
WOOLRICH
and
JOHNSON
Wool Plaid Shirts
Ball Band
and
Goodrich
Rubber Footwear
Georgia Giant
Insulated
Leather Boots
CUTLER'S
MEN'S STORE
(till TOM'
maine's
•
rovin
reportah
by flower wasylyshyn 
Remember when you were a freshman? You know, scared out-of-your-
mind ... and while attending one of many meetings during orientation, you
heard, "Look to your left, and to your right; only one of you will graduate
from this University." Fortunately, reasons prompting such a statement
range from academic failure to marriage. However, Dr. L. W. Downey,
head of the educational administration department at the University of
British Columbia recently stated, "Pressures of modern education have led
to an appalling increase in the number of student suicides." Maine may be
diseased with apathy, but one thing we don't have is a notable sucidial rate.
Comedienne Dick Gregory has written a fairly good book entitled,
"Nigger." The dedication reads: "To Mother, whoever and wherever you
are: Don't worry anymore when you hear the word 'Nigger' because they're
just advertising my book."
(ACP) A University of Iowa grad student had parking problems. He
drives a motorcycle.
"It's not a bike so it can't be parked in bike racks," he said. "It could
park with cars, but I can't get a sticker."
Finally, he figured out a way. "I drove it in the back ramp of the
chemistry building—I work there—and took it up the elevator. Then
walked it to my lab... here I parked it next to my lab bench. It's tiny,
and doesn't hurt anyone."
"But by 3:05 p.m.—that's what it says on my ticket—I got hit."
The offense? There were four: "No sticker, no parking zone, parked
against traffic, and not within the lines."
Talk about set-ups!—Last year UNH housed 20 men in two motels
and provided them with regular university residence hall counselling and
other services. There are many schools with space problems, but this
solution was something else!
Oklahoma State conducts classes from 7:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. five
days a week and from 7:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. on Saturdays.
Delegates at a recent NSA (National Student Associations) came out
in favor of birth control. "The whole world is not a Catholic girls' school,"
said one of the delegates from a small Catholic girls' school. Our own in-
firmary will give such pills and information only to engaged students who
are about to be married (within a few months). Or perhaps under circum-
stances where definite parental consent is in evidence.
Once sorority rush begins at Mississippi College in Clinton, Miss.—
frosh girls are plagued by signs which read, "Pick your Tribe." The word
sorority is not used at Miss. And parallel to our Pan Hellenic Council is
an Inter-Tribal Board.
Speaking of sororities, "The Gamecock," school paper of the Univer-
sity of South Carolina ran an entertaining (or nauseating, however you
prefer to look at it) description of what rush was like there "when mother
was a freshman." "Tr -Delta gave a menagerie party at which pink lemonade,
popcorn and animal crackers were served"
"ZTA threw a pirate feast and gave small whiskey jugs and cups as
favors."
The other houses gave various sorts of "different" type parties, and
once rush was over, houses honored their new pledges with things like hop-
scotch tournaments, trips to the circus, breakfast parties complete with
bacon and eggs.
Class of 1962 honors fellow member;
portrait will be painted of Elliott
The Class of 1962, of %%filch
former President Elliott is an hon-
orary member, has embarked on
a project to provide the University
with a portrait of Elliott.
WHAT•NO
SHOP
t.oTkej
GOOD BROUSING
Fall Hours
10-5:30 p.m. Daily
Thurs. 'till 9 p.m.
Approval of the project has been
made known to '62's class president
Earl H. Smith, and the portrait's
cost of approximately $3000 will
be raised through donations from
the class members, other alumni
and interested friends of the uni-
versity.
Dr. Elliott and his wife are con-
sidered members of the class of
1962 because they came to the Uni-
versity in the fall of 1958; the same
year the class arrived.
NOTICE
Tickets will be available for the
Colby-Maine game at the athletic
office in the Memorial Gym until
Friday at 4:00 p.m.
Students should present their
ID's to obtain a ticket for one
dollar.
Adult tickets will be sold for
$2.50.
THE CHALET
Gavett
TYDOL
NEXT DOOR TO CAMPUS
I IN COLLEGE AVENUE
SNOWTIRES
UNIVERSITY MOTORS
Bill Govan
CHEVRON
AT THE ORONO END
OF THE BRIDGE
ANTIFREEZE
866-2538 866-2311
HONOR YOUR NEW PHILLIPS 66 CREDIT CARDS
4
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NEWEST ADDITION TO ART COLLECTION —
Noted artist Leo Meissner and his wife present
one of his oils "Tidal Surge" to Professor Vin-
THE MAINE CAMPUS
cent Ilartgen of the Art Department. The Meiss-
ners also donated an oil by the late Maine artist
Andrew Winter.
Travelling art show wends its
way throughout Maine schools
Woodcuts, etchings, oils, and
blockprints-26 exhibits in all—
are scheduled to hit the road this
year for the University's Travelling
Art Show program.
The shows, which circulate
throughout the Maine school sys-
tem, are part of a program in-
stigated three years ago "to ac-
quaint Maine school children with
the names and styles of contem-
porary Maine painters." Last year
alone. 180 schools were visited.
In the program's first year, seven
shows were circulated; last year
fifteen exhibits were readied for
travel. Enthusiastic response from
school personnel prompted the
University's art department to en-
large the program to this year's
total of twenty-six exhibits.
"We plan to increase the num-
ber of instructional exhibits in the
future," Prof. Vincent Hartgen
said, "and are already planning ad-
ditional etching, woodcut, and
lithography exhibits." Catering to
teacher requests, each of the shows
will be exhibited in the host school
for three weeks before moving on;
previously the exhibits rotated
every two weeks.
Included in this year's show are
15 art exhibits contributed by
Maine artists, wood engravings,
various graphics, six exhibitions of
original blockprints, and one ex-
hibit each of photographs, chil-
dren's art, and amateur artists.
Famous child photographer displays
his work in Memorial Union's lobby
Work of portrait photographer
Michael Peirce is displayed this
month in the Memorial Union
Lobby. Peirce is best known for
his portraits of children, and these
photographs highlight the exhibit.
Included in the display is a
photograph of cartoonist Al Capp
and his grandchildren which was
reproduced in the 1964 Photoplay
Annual and is scheduled for mag-
azine reproduction in the United
States and Europe.
Paris-born, Peirce studied at
Harvard and the Sorbonne before
serving as an apprenticeship in the
studio of William Helburn. Hel-
burn is considered one of America's
leading advertising and fashion
photographers.
MARCHO'S
RIDING STABLE
Hayrides ... $1/per4on
Horse Back
Riding... $2/hr.
Horses Boarded
Open 7 days a week
for reservations cull:
866-2217
Bennoch Rd., Or 
Peirce later opened his own
studio in Cambridge, Mass. He is
the only children's photographer
whose studio portraits have been
reproduced in Life magazine.
NOTICE
The Music Department will pre-
sent The Carnegie Trio in a pro-
gram of classical music on Friday,
Oct. 29
CLASSIFIED
Furniture, appliances, linoleum.
wallpaper, new and used. Bar-
gains galore. We buy, sell every-
thing. Easy terms. House of
Bargains, 575 Broadway, Bangor.
Next to Shopping Center. Open
Evenings.
FOR SALE—Magic Tricks and
Novelties. Be a Magician. Con-
tact Satini the Magician. 612
South Main Street, Old Town.
Telephone 827-2305.
FOR RENT—Two rooms and a
bath, furnished, heat, hot water,
gas, electricity, parking. Con-
venient location in Old Town.
Ideal for grad student or mar-
ried couple. Also unheated two
room apartment. 827-2484 or
827-4607.
BOOKS. All New. 35c up. FREE
CATALOGUE. Classics, Social
Problems. Romance, Student
Aids, Fiction, etc. POSTAL
BOOKS, Dept. C, 2217 Lack-
land, St. Louis, Missouri 63114.
The University Stores
"majoring in service"
CONGRATULATIONS
YANKEE CONFERENCE CHAMPS
New England's Best! Maine's Finest!
NEW STYLES — JUST IN!
University of Maine Stationery
750 to $1.98
MEN'S SNEAKERS
Discounted!
US Keds and others
WOMEN'S
Complete Line of
Engineering Equipment Art Supplies
THE UNIVERSITY STORES: owned and operated by the University of
Maine, for the University of Maine! Serving on the campuses of
Orono and Portland. and elsewhere about the state as CED need,
expand!
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Pomet's successful
prompts extension
Due to the success of Mr.
Pomet's Bible discussion, the Office
of Religious Affairs has decided to
expand the program for another
six weeks. Mr. Pomet's new topic
will be: A Liturgical Dialogue Be-
Bible discussion
of ORA program
tween Man and God—The Psalms.
Starting Nov. 1, and for the next
six weeks, the Bible discussion will
meet in the Walker Room of the
Union at 7 p.m.
pre On eaMplie(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!","Dobie Gillis," etc.)
TWELVE IS A MANY-SPLENDORED THING
Today I begin my twelfth year of writing this column in
your campus newspaper.
These dozen years have pa.ssed like a dozen minutes. In
fact, I would not believe so much time has gone by except
that I have my wife nearby as a handy reference. When I
started this column, she was a mere slip of a girl—supple as
a willow bough and fair as the morn. Today she is gnarled,
lumpy, and given to biting the postman. Still, I count my-
self lucky. Most of my friends who were married at the same
time have wives who chase cars all day. I myself have never
had this trouble, and I attribute my good fortune to the
fact that I have never struck my wife with my hand. I have
always used a folded newspaper, even during the prolonged
newspaper strike of 1961 in New York. During this journal-
less period I had the airmail edition of the Manchester Guard-
ian flown in daily from England. I must admit, however,
that it was not entirely satisfactory. The airmail edition of
the Guardian is printed on paper so light and flimsy that it
makes very little impression when one smacks one's wife.
Mine, in fact, thought it was some kind of game and tore
several pairs of my trousers.
But I digress. For twelve years, I say, I have been writ-
ing this column. That is a fact, and here is another: I shave
every morning with Personna Stainless Steel Blades. I bring
up Personna Stainless Steel Blades because this column is
sponsored by the makers of Personna and they are inclined
to brood if I omit to mention their products.
. . only fleeting'
1 1 enthusiasm among
the coaches." '
- —
Not, let me hasten to state, that it is any chore for me to
sing the praises of Personna —as you will agree once you try
this sharpest, smoothest-shaving, longest-lasting blade ever
devised by the makers of Personna Blades—now available
both in Double Edge and Injector style. Personna, always
the most rewarding of blades, today offers even an extra re-
ward—a chance to grab yourself a fistful of $100 bills from
a $100,000 bowl! The Personna Stainless Steel Sweepstakes
is off and running, and you're all eligible to enter. Visit your
friendly Personna dealer soon to pick up an entry blank
(void where prohibited by law).
And, by the way, while you're at your friendly Personna
dealers, why don't you ask for a can of Burma Shave? It
comes in Regular or Menthol; it soaks rings around any
other lather, and it's made by the makers of Personna.
But I digress. For twelve years, I say, this column has
been discussing, forthrightly and fearlessly, such burning
campus questions as "Should students be allowed to attend
first-hour classes in pajamas?" and "Should deans be re-
tired at age 25?" and "Should foreign exchange students be
held for ransom?".
Today, continuing the tradition, we take up the thorniest
academic problem of all: the high cost of tuition. Let me
tell you how one student, Lintel Sigafoos by name, solved
this problem.
Lintel, while still a boy in Straitened Circumstances,
Idaho, had his heart set on college, but, alas, he couldn't
afford the tuition. He applied for a Regents Scholarship
but, alas, his reading speed was not very rapid—only two
words an hour—and before he finished even the first page
of his exam, the Regents had closed their briefcases crossly
and gone home. Lintel then applied for an athletic scholar-
ship, but he had, alas, only a single athletic skill—balancing
an ice cream cone on his chin—and this, alas, aroused only
fleeting enthusiasm among the coaches.
And then he found the answer: he would get a student
loan! Of course, he would have to pay it back after gradua-
tion, but clever Lintel solved that, too: he kept changing
his major, never accumulating enough credits to graduate
until he was 65 years old. Then he repaid the loan out of his
Social Security.
Where there's a will, there's a way.
* * © IM. Mal SzbuiEnsa
The makers of Personnag Stainless Steel Blades and Burma
Share' are happy to bring you another season of Max Shut-
man's uncensored, uninhibited, and unpredictable column.
He think you'll be happy, too, when you try our products.
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EDITORIALS
Investment in future
Tuesday Maine voters will decide the fate of six bond issues.
If approved, two of these issues will provide badly needed funds
for U-M.
The issues are: (1) $3,960,000 for self-liquidating student
housing and dining facilities for state teachers colleges and voca-
tional schools. (2) $9,600,000 for state highway construction. (3)$6.000,000 for U-M dormitory construction. (4) $6,970,000 for
U-M capital improvements. (5) $500.000 for the Boys Training
center, the Maine State Prison and the Stevens Training Center.(6) $500,000 for establishment of York County regional voca-
tional educational center.
Issue three will provide funds for four dormitories and one
dining hall, enough living facilities for more than 800 students.
Additional housing is needed to relieve overcrowding and
meet future enrollment increases. More than 60 per cent of the
student body requires dormitory housing.
Issue four proposes funds for capital improvements including
classroom renovation and additional service facilities. The physical
plant is presently over-worked and is straining to meet the needs
of a community of over 6,000 students and faculty.
More water, sewer and steam lines are needed. Many of
the buildings on campus are old and must be renovated. A number
of buildings should be adapted to meet new requirements.
Buildings slated for renovation include, Alumni, Fernald,
Wingate, Crosby laboratory plus others including the infirmary.
Improvements to campus roads, more parking space, closed
cricuit television lines connecting the Orono and Portland cam-puses, and further expansion of the library are additional projects
planned for the money requested in the bond issue.
Projected enrollment for 1970 is 10,000 students. The fundsincluded in this referenda are necessary if the University is todouble its enrollment in the next five years.
Already Maine is far behind in the number of high schoolgraduates continuing their educations. The education needs of
Maine are great and are growing rapidly. We must urge our rela-tives and friends to vote "yes" on items three and four.
Women's world
AWS re-evaluation
By Barbara Barth
Should late permissions start before October I? Should candi-dates for Associated Women Students offices be nominated
through a nominating committee? Are closing hours satisfactory
on weekends, or the present standards enforced by AWS realistic
and neeessray?
Every year a committee of representatives from each dormi-tory and the off-campus women meets with the Second VicePresident to examine the AWS constitution and to recommend
changes.
Ever. 'ear 06, committee asks for ideas and suggestionsfrom the n students. Every year the response is very slight.Ano rolments to the constitution are written by the committee and
esery sear the women students mark the ballots with littleii ght for what thes are voting.
Iloweser. when the fall conies and these rules are put into
effect, a strange thing happens ...suddenly every woman be-
comes interested in the AWS constitution. Suddenly everyonehas ideas about constitution changes.
The constitution committee is forming right now. Soon wom-
en students will he asked for suggestions concerning the AWScon•titution. In order to initiate the changes that students wish to
see next sear, it is necessars to act now. See the dorm AWS con-stitution committee ri presentatise or a member of the ExecutiveBoard.
For the first time in many sears. the members of he ExecutiveBovril are taking the time to be in the office, asailable to discussany ideas students ma' hose.
l'nforturiatel!. not one woman student has taken adsantage
of the opportunits. It seems that is cry one is completely satisfied
with the role of AWS.
A nominating committee is now being formed. Because ofthe salid criticism soired last sear, the AWS feels it is necessaryto re-usaltiate the entire nominating procedure. The ExecutiveBoard »mild appreciate any ideas that any woman student mayhase concerning the election procedure.
AWS cannot be effective without the support of all women
students.
RING THE BELL
LETTERS
to the editor
Try again
To the Editor:
Our campus mayor needs but
one crutch on which to stand and
face an audience. That crutch is
pure, realistic guts. While the oh
no's, hisses, moans, and groans are
blatantly emitted from the few
mouths of rally frequenters, our
leader of school spirit swallows his
pride and simply pleads with him-
self, "try again."
This is exactly what took place
during the trilogy of rallies before
the editorial appeared referring to
the Homecoming rally as base and
rotten. This was his first and per-
haps not his last, my moralistic
readers, if there are any who are
truly moralistic enough to say it
was base and rotten.
We now note condescension in
our midst. An uproar of two high-
ly partisan groups. Group I, "It
was the greatest rally I've ever
seen," and Group II, "It was utter-
ly atrocious."
Let's be honest with ourselves.
apathosts. Naturally a young man
with a date would conceal his up-
roarious laughter and say. "Gosh,
isn't that terrible," and the girl
might reply, "How does he dare to
say such nasty things."
Does that sound real to you?
Who are we trying to fool? You
know as well as we do that inward-ly the hilarity was almost too
much to restrain. If young men
alone were to hear the speech,
Jerico's rebuilt walls would again
come tumbling down and the same
goes for an all female audience.
We are supposed to be young
adults, not puritanical victorians,
with a moralistic front that even
Dear Abby could see through.
Why do we all sit and listen to
Rusty Warren and Woody Wood-
bury albums? They're funny, sex-
ually funny, and what's more they
are great entertainers of our eld-
ers. Were parents and faculty ap-
palled at our campus mayor's
"crude humor" or were they just
careful not to endanger their ap-
parent puritanical standing with the
students?
Parents and faculty were also
young, once upon a time.
As for the campus mayor's re-
peated references to our head ma-jorette who will say they were any
worse than the wolf whistles, ani-
mal groans, and tumultuous cheers
that flood the football stadium ev-
ery Saturday following her intro-
duction.
Like Robin Hood, the head ma-jorette is placing herself before the
public and is therefore open to
public criticism or disapproval.
Possibly this so-called debased
evening will quell the apathetic at-
tendance at rallies. Our campus
mayor, our leader in school spirit,has been criticized publicly. He hasbeen called base and rotten. Now
maybe all will attend the next rally
the maine
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just to see how he treats it, Gross,or as he approached the first three
rallies, with "fun
-puns" followedby the usual oh no's, hisses,moans, and groans.
It is just as Abraham Lincoln
once said, and we shall misquotehim purposely, "You can pleasesome of the people some of thetime, and you can please all thepeople some of the time, but you
cannot please all the people all thetime."
S. E. White
•
Venom used
To the Editor:
After reading the editorial in theCampus of Oct. 14 and the letterfrom the students for democratic
action in the Oct. 21 edition, I
must say that I was left with mixed
thoughts and emotions.
I agree that the editorial showed
a poor sense of journalism. You
have a legitimate complaint against
the editor, for placing the editorialin the paper without a previousimpartial news account of the
"Coffee-House Incident."
However, I do not think that
you can claim with any basis in
fact that the writer was not justi-
fied in stating his opinion or that
he was either libelous, slanderous,
or, in fact, a liar. If you claim the
right to criticize the foreign policy
of the U.S. government, then you
should also be big enough to grant
this right to someone who wishes
to criticize your policy and actions.
Life is not a one-way street, with
rules applying to one side and not
another.
In actuality, your arguments that
the writer was a liar show a deep
lack of intelligence. When the
writer stated Kantro and King
would be alone on this campus, he
did not include the entire Bangor
area.
If you are so blind that you can
not recognize a statement made for
literary effect, then I must pity
you. But, on the other hand, in a
community of 5000-plus, a small
band of 15 supporters, no matter
how dedicated they may be, is as
close to being alone as I know.
Although I can't agree with your
stand on the war in Viet Nam, I
do respect your right to hold and
voice your opinion.
However, when you place your
appearance at the Coffee House on
a par with the Pope's speech at
the U.N., you are carrying things
a bit too far. Although I am not
a Catholic I am offended that you
could stoop so low with your in-
ferences as to bring this great, yet
humble man down to your level.
To say that because of his recent
speech he is an ardent supporter of
your movement is totally uncalled
for. Every Pope since St. Peter
has denounced war as morally
wrong.
I will not argue with your state-
ments and ramblings concerning
disarmament and the war in Viet
Nam as long as they are in good
taste. But if you stoop to taking
out your venom against the soldiers
and marines fighting for their lives
and the preservation of your right
to criticize, as was done in Cali-
fornia recently when some of your
fellow pacifists had the gall to call
them "killers" and "savages"; then,
my friends, you would be wise to
begin picketing me.
Richard E. Backe
•
Hollow sound
To the Editor:
I suppose that "The Rains Came"
was intended as an apology for Joel
Rawson's lamentable editorial on
the Peace Caravan. If so, it failed.
"The Rains Came" merely attempts
to distract attention from the real
issue—responsibility, or the lack
thereof, within the editorial staff
of the Campus, for the mainte-
nance of standards of journalism.
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Instead of recognizing this respon-
sibility, the editorial points an ac-
cusing finger and presents an ir-
relevant issue, a phenomenon not
unknown to be used by a seven-
year old when confronted with an
accusation.
It is not a matter of dispute that
some are fighting and others serv-
ing quietly in Viet Nam. Pre-
sumably, some within the present
university community will be doing
both of these in that unhappy land
when their tasks here are done. But
while they are here, is it not in the
nature of this community that the
issues be debated, with placards,
buttons, editorials, letters — and,
yes, even Peace Caravans? How
else can it be truly realized what
it is that the fighting and serving
are meant to achieve? For when
the talking is over, some will, if
they accept the responsibility which
education imposes, do.
In the meantime, let those who
so choose, talk, shout, write, bear
witness to conscience, without the
petulant japing of editorial seven-
year olds. Let their convictions not
be mocked as "a hollow sound,"
for it is not given to any man, nor
to any single group of men, to
hold a monopoly of truth.
If, after serious consideration,
the editorial board of the Campus
still refuses to apologize for the
peccant action of one of its mem-
bers in humiliating Mr. Kantro,
Mr. King, its readers, and the Uni-
versity, we shall then know from
whence the real "hollow sound"
emanates. We will know, but will
the hundreds of alumni who read
Mr. Rawson's poisonous editorial
during Homecoming weekend, and
took away with them an erroneous
impression of what is happening on
our campus?
John F. Battick
Editor's note: Now who's name-
calling?
•
Shame anger
To the Editor:
I would like to let Mr. Gooding
know that there are those of us
who agree with him wholeheart-
edly. I felt nothing but shame and
anger, for and with the "anti-Viet-
nam crew" and their display.
But no matter how some people
make themselves appear, nothing
can destroy the pride I have in my
father's and brother's military ser-
vice and in the sacrifices of my
friends in Viet Nam.
Perhaps some people should stop
and consider that the very princi
pies that they are refusing to figh
for are the rights that they so ar
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MAI Strci I Ch one. OVInsne
dently use. If they refuse to fight,
they may not have these rights for
long.
Miriam E. Vincent
•
Exercising rights
To the Editor:
In reply to Mr. Gooding's letter
of last week, let me say this. Sir,
the so-called "anti-Vietnam crew"
were not making a mockery of any-
one's military service. They were
simply exercising one of the many
rights guaranteed to them under
the democracy which you, the mili-
tary, are always so eager to tell us
you're defending. The right to dis-
sent, to hold views contrary to
those of one's associates, is funda-
mental to the system.
Of course, you realize that only
a few days after the students had
distributed their literature, Marine
Corps recruiters were in the lobby
selling their side of the question.
Would you have had them barred?
Don't be ashamed of your Uni-
versity, Mr. Gooding. They ob-
viously see the real issue far better
than you do. If you deny these
students the right to express their
opinion, you strike at the very
heart of the system you claim to
uphold. If you would defend de-
mocracy, first be sure you under-
stand democracy.
Robert Plaisted
•
Beloved group
To the Editor:
On the way to the Den last week,
I heard a slight disturbance upstairs
and decided to see what noise was
rising above the riffle of cards.
Finding our beloved group of
pseudo - intellectual, long - haired,
4-F, anti-war enthusiasts presenting
a show was a delight, for here was
a truly comical performance, and
it was free.
After the initial belly-laugh a
wave of nostalgia swept me, for
here on campus was a collection of
hardworking thinkers exercising
their right of free speech. Such a
noble cause too, crusading against
the draft and other institutions of
war.
The "cause" can be supported by
historical fact. After all, wasn't the
right of free speech gained in
America without bloodshed? And
weren't the Germans pacified with
Poland? Surely then, if Americans
left Viet Nam no more of our
soldiers would die, students with
less than a 2.0 average would not
have to worry about the draft, and
everyone would live happily ever
after, except the South Viet
Namese. But they don't matter.
So don't worry. If a "friendly"
communist knocks at your door
with bayonet in hand, our society
of non-violent students will be
somewhere. Hiding?
V. Richard Turnbull
•
The cause
To the Editor:
How can Pacifists really believe
that their ideas will bring peace in
a real world? They say that nations
should disarm and bury their
weapons and there would be peace.
This is true. If there were no means
to fight, there would be no war.
Pacifists feel war is caused by
nations, or they would not hold
their present position against our
government. Have they ever
thought that the cause of war can
be found in each individual? One
of many words to describe this
cause is selfishness. As long as sel-
fishness is in each individual, I can
confidently say there will be no
peace.
Freedom, on the other hand, is
what Americans have fought for
and are fighting to protect, not pri-
marily peace.
Either Pacifists should get to the
real cause of war, or they should
take their "stop your fighting at
any cost" attitude to a Communist
country. These people have less to
lose. They have no freedom.
Clinton Lawry
•
Not alone
To the Editor:
The editorial that appeared in
October 14 edition of the Maine
Campus concerning the Peace
Caravan was typical of the Admin-
istration sponsored propaganda the
American public is being fed con-
cerning Viet Nam. Name calling
and generalities are easy to throw
around. Totalitarians have used
these tactics very successfully. It
seems as if we could expect more
than this from the Campus— "A
Progressive Newspaper."
Perhaps Mr. Rawson is serving
an apprenticeship for the Bangor
Daily News. However, even the
News had an objective interview
with Mr. Kantro. The war in Viet
Nam is an issue that every Ameri-
can should be concerned and in-
formed about. With propaganda
such as this that we are constantly
The Young Man
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Counts on jackets of
l00 Du Pont nylon in-
sulated with Dacron* 88
polyester fiberfill for
warmth without weight,
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Better Things for Better Living
... through Chernittry
bombarded with everyday, how
else can we be informed but by
objective discussions such as the
Peace Caravan is trying to pro-
mote.
If Mr. Rawson is truly con-
cerned about this matter, he would
have discussed the Peace Caravan's
objectives rather than devote the
major part of his editorial to a
description of the members and
the clothes they wore. Then again,
perhaps Mr. Rawson is not con-
cerned about this matter or the
welfare of mankind.
Mr. Kantro and Mr. King are
not "here all by themselves, all
alone."
Robert Drummond
•
From Viet Nam
The following is a letter sent to
Rev. Paul B. Archambault of the
Newman Chapel from Paul L.
Seitz, Bishop of Kontum, Viet
Nam.
Dear Father Archambault,
I am sure that as a priest you
must be deeply concerned by the
continued fighting in Viet Nam.
Few are aware, however, that be-
hind this war lies an almost greater
tragedy.
To escape the terror of Corn-
exclusive:
authentic
oxford
with crisp new
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tradisional touches.
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50% cotton
Pale deep tones
30 to 38
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munist agression nearly 400,000
people have fled from their homes
and have sought shelter in missions
in my Diocese of Kontum. The
condition of these refugees is piti-
ful and desperate in the extreme.
They need food, clothing, shelter
and most of all—medical attention.
Three out of four babies are dying,
and six out of ten women and chil-
dren are starving, or sick with
tropical diseases.
The only wish of these innocent
people is to live their lives in peace
like normal families the world
over. The politics of the great
powers are beyond their under-
standing. They are simple souls
who in their distress have turned
to us, as Christ's missionaries. Can
we make their sick babies well?
Have we any food? Can we cure
their diseases?
It is true, but tragic to say that
money is found by nations to wage
war, but many of the financial
wants of peace depend on charity.
How we answer them rests upon
my raising funds from friends over-
seas. Please God, we will not fail
them, for in their misery they may
turn to others, who do not 'hare
-our Christian faith.
Paul L. Seitz
Bishop of Kontum
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WHAT THE . . . °—Earl Stein and James Jenkins try to appear un-
concerned as C-rations drool from mess kits. (But it sure beats veal
cutlets at York cafeteria.)
Newly initiated Greeks fill
vacancy on Fraternity row
Phi Gamma Delta's new brothers
are Ralph Bonna, James Bock-
helm, Fredrick Clard, Charles Do-
lan, Thomas Fisher, Peter Frost,
Clifford Goudey. George Horton.
Karl Kohler, John MacBrayne.
Eric MacDougall, Robert Maxell,
Michael McInnis, John Perkins,
Raymond Piper. Donald Pruett,
Thomas Rand, George Ranks. Al-
len Rogers, John Rohman, Robert
Sands, Thomas Savage. Edson
Smith, John Supranovich. Nelson
Towns, James Turner, and Bert
Witham.
Additions to Sigma Alpha Ep-
silon's growing brotherhood include
Roger Olson, Gene Kerzburg, Paul
Cutts, Jere Downing. and Dave
Austin. New pledges to the frater-
nity are Steve August and John
Holman.
Alpha Gamma Rho has initiated
Doug Ludden. Doug Griffin. Dan
Schuster. Ken Butler, Terry Mc-
Cann, Roger Michaud, Dave Pat-
ton, Dave Johnson, Walt Stinson.
Guy Bradbury, Pete Crane, John
Patterson, Pat Corr, Bob Price,
Pete Perkins, Hugh Durgin, How-
ard Neal, Ralph Titcomb, Gary
Donovan, Harry Dame, and John
Palmer.
Phi Kappa Sigma — Richard
Armstrong, David Auclair, Donald
Barter, Martin Bruno, George
Campbell, James Castonguay, John
Cebelius, Paul Duggan, Gordon
Erikson, David Fenderson, Peter
Giftos, Frederick Hastings, John
Heath. David Hodson, Steven
Kunz, Frederick Mercer, Daniel
Murphy. Ronald Perkins, Samuel
Pickering, David Pullen, William
Roberts, William Theriault, Reedy
Thompson, and super-pledge Rob-
ert Cole.
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ROTC cadets run the gamut:
from push-ups to annihilation
By JOEL RAWSON
The junior and some senior
ROTC cadets spent a soggy week-
end in the University forest gain-
ing a foretaste of their Summer
Camp. They learned through a
series of classes and realistic prac-
tical exercises.
Saturday morning started at 5:30
a. m. to the dismay of a few hung-
over individuals. The cadets ran
through "PT" which is the Army's
term for calisthenics—more corn-
*Or
monly known as physical torture.
An approach march took up the
greater part of the afternoon. The
juniors were divided into two
groups or platoons under the com-
mand of the cadets. At the same
time cadets from the Ranger com-
pany who played aggressors (Army
for bad guys) set an ambush.
Tht- first platoon was simply an-
nihilated. That's what the Rangers
say an. way. It was the second
platoon commanded by Guy Strang
WE'LL GET 'EM—Cadet John Plourde and Major Clifton Derringerplot their strategy as they inspect the equipment for the next round
of war games.
ENTRENCHED FIRE—Determined gunners firedeadly blanks into brush while defensive juniorsplunge for cover.
that gave theni trouble. He wiped
the Rangers out, but Ranger ad-
visor Major Clifton Derringer
plotted revenge.
"Come on all you people, bunch
up. Get together," he said and
signaled a team of machine-gunners
he had hidden in the brush. The
gunner, John Plourde, opened fire.
The juniors dove into the bushes.
Plourde held his fire and waited.
The juniors crept back out and
bunched up again; Plourde fired,
and the juniors dove back into the
bushes. The third time Plourde ran
out of blank ammunition and was
"killed."
Later, while the juniors were
eating their supper of C-rations,
the Rangers made an harassing
attack, but by then the juniors
could have cared less. Beecher
Washburn and Frank Tenure sat
placidly and finished their nveals.
Colonel John Gerety decided that
it was too wet for the good of the
troops and called off the night
phase of the exercise.
On Sunday, the cadets ran lead-
ership reaction tests, a series of
problems such as a soldier going
berserk, a sniper, and encountering
a deserter who refuses to surrender.
These situations are designed to
force the leader to make a quick
decision under stress.
Senior Frank Tenore summed
up the weekend. "It taught one how
important it is to make quick de-
cisions. A practical exercise such
as this is the best way to learn."
The M-1 rifles were used at last weekend's ROTC
maneuvers.
Survey proves protestors
to be academically ambitious
Leaders of campus protest move-
ments represent the elite of the
academic crop, according to a re-
port by a team of psychologists
and sociologists at the University
of California at Berkeley.
The report was based on five
years of research concerning 5,000
students in eight colleges. Addi-
tional interviews with 240 student
members of Berkeley's Free Speech
Movement completed the study.
OFFICIAL NOTICES 
THE SPRING SEMESTER PREREGISTRATION
SCHEDULE IS AS FOLLOWS:
Arts and Sciences Nov. 8 - 24
Education Nov. 8 - 24
Life Sciences & Agriculture Nov. 8. 19
Technology Nov. 8 - 24
All Registration Blanks are Due in Registrar's
Office, Wingate Hall before November 30
SECOND INSTALLMENT ON FALL
SEMESTER TUITION DUE NOVEMBER I
 sisAst_
From statistics and correlations
the team formed a profile of the
leaders of "goal oriented or social
problem movements." Dr. Ralph
Heil, team coordinator, reported
the "students (in these) move-
ments tend to be in unusually seri-
ous pursuit of education."
Three of the schools surveyed—
Reed, Swarthmore, and Antioch—
had a majority of students who
both fitted the profile and partici-
pated in the protest movements.
At the U of Calif. and San Fran-
cisco State College, this type of
student was in the minority. At the
three denominational schools stud-
ied—St. Olaf College, The Uni-
versity of Portland, and the Uni-
versity of the Pacific—there was
"virtually no protests and no stu-
dents with the intellectual commit-
ment found in the other schools."
NOTICE
Inter
-Varsity Christian Fellow-
ship will meet Nov. 2, at 7:00
p. m. in the Tolman Room. Rev.
Elmer Young of Bangor will speak
on "Obedience". All are welcome.
Orono, Maisie,
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Opportunities Honor cadets receive ROTC awards
Full information and application
forms are available at the Place-
ment Bureau, Room 221, East An-
nex, for the 1966 Federal Service
Entrance Examination.
Any student in America can get
a summer job in Europe and a
travel grant by applying directly to
the European headquarters of the
American Student Information Ser-
vice in Luxembourg. In most cases
neither previous experience nor
knowledge of a foreign language is
required. Students may write di-
rectly to Dept. II, AS1S, 22 Ave.
de la Liberte, Luxembourg City,
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, en-
closing $2 for the ASIS 36-page
booklet which contains all jobs,
wages, and working conditions.
Volunteers are wanted for 1966
Archaeology "digs" in England.
Volunteers first join a three-week
seminar for training in British arch-
aeology and excavation techniques
at Westminster College, Oxford,
then split up into small groups for
three or more weeks "digging" on
an archaeological site. Write now
for further details to: Ian A. Low-
son, Association for Cultural Ex-
change, 539 West 112th Street,
New York, before January 1,
1966.
A representative from Wesleyan
University will be on campus Tues-
day afternoon, to talk with students
about the Master of Arts in Teach-
ing Program offered by Wesleyan.
Mr. William Aitken will be avail-
able for group and individual con-
ferences in Room 215 of East An-
nex, from 2:30-4:00 p.m. on that
day, and individual appointments
can be made at Room 221 East
Annex.
Mr. Douglas R. Brown of Cor-
nell University Graduate School of
Business and Public Administra-
tion, will be on campus on Mon-
day, to talk with students interested
in graduate programs in Business.
Public Administration, and Medical
Care Administration. Information
can be obtained at the Placement
Bureau, Room 221 East Annex.
The Military Department re-
cently announced the recipients of
Maine Cadet Ribbons and Pine
Tree awards.
A Pine Tree "attachment" is
given cadets for this performance
for each subsequent semester.
Receiving Maine Cadet Ribbons
(basic) were: Edward Ainsworth,
Dana Allen, Mark Anderson,
Jeffrey Bubar, Earl Coombs, James
Flynn, Richard Gordon, Wayne
Grant, Harry Hasey, William Lof-
tus, Stephen Putnam, Jonathan
Plourde, Stephen Rideout, Allen
Ring, and Bruce Robertson.
Receiving Maine Cadet Ribbons
(advanced) were: Bernard Du-
plissea, Daniel Hillard, John Lib-
by, Dean Titcomb, and Dale
Worthen. Awarded First Pine Tree
To Maine Cadet Ribbon (ad-
vanced) were: George Barton,
Joel Blanchette, David Brann,
Bruce Brockway, John Coffin,
John Edwards, John Flynn, Ray-
mond Getchell, James Jenkins,
Richard Leland, George Middle-
ton, Arnold Morris, Russel Penny,
William Porter, Michael Rich, and
Robert Thompson.
Recipients of First Pine Tree
attachments to the Cadet Ribbon
included: sophomores Donald
Barter, Peter Bernier, Richard
Boardman, Harry Burrell, Robert
Cobb, Mark Dubay, John God-
frey, Stephen Guptill, Robert Har-
rington, John Lacadie, David Lib-
by, Jerry McCann, Charles Nich-
ols, Paul Noyes, Justin Poland,
Frederick Quivey, Peter Radsky
John Rich, Timothy Sawyer, Dale
Small, Frank Southard, Laurie
The
PICTURE & GIFT SHOP
Souvenirs—Novelties
Artist Supplies
Custom Picture Framing
Party Supplies
and Decorations
13 HAMMOND ST., BANGOR
Maine's Most Complete
Card Shop
r.
RAND
JAll BUFFS
Hantisewn hand stained slipons with
loam inside, leather lined. And all that jazz.
Smooth or grain cordo. Olive or golden harvest
grain. Rand Shoes $12.95 to S20.95.
Budget not up to Rand, young man?Ask for Randcraft Shoes $8.95 to $10.95.
Woutdn't you hke to be in our s,`e,,s,hicst of America is. internat,onal Shoe Co.,St.lows,Mo.
Available at these fine stores:
Cutler's
Main St.,
Old Town, Maine
Grindells
Main Street,
Lincoln, Maine
Koritsky's
Main Street,
Dover-Foxcroft, Maine
Suda, Charles Tatham, and Sum-
ner Wright.
Juniors receiving First Pine Tree
To Maine Cadet Ribbon (basic):
Gerald Barnes, Richard Beck,
Charles Belisle, Michael Casey,
Dennis Dunn, Ronald Fairbrother,
Stanley Frost, Leonid Konetsohny,
Clinton Lawry, Robert Laycock,
Rowen Malphurs, Peter Martin,
Bruce Wilcomb, and Alan Wilcox.
Those cadets awarded Second
Pine Tree To Maine Cadet Ribbon
were: Robert Bernier, William
Blaine, William Dinsmore, Wayne
Hanson, William Pasquill, Andrew
Pearl, Robert Richards, Earl Stein,
Richard Tozier, and Franklin
Walter.
gET
ThE "MoNkEy"
ON YOUR bAck!
ThE
.moNkEy's
UNCLE
Outside, there's the rugged
melton shell bucket hood, two
patch pockets and raglan
shoulders that have made the
Monkey parka first choice with
pace-setters everywhere. Inside,
there's a husky new lining of
"Orlon*" acrylic pile for extra
warmth. And up front?
An oversized zipper with
jumbo pull ring you can even
work with mittens onl Navy,
camel or burgundy. .. sizes
S,M,L,XL. About $19.95.
*DU PONT TM FOR ITS ACRYLIC FIBER
•
Ben Sklar
Old Town, Maine
A. J. Goldsmith
Old Town, Maine
Sleepers
Bangor, Maine
S&S STORE
19 KILL STILKRT--0110M0
100 FREE S & 111 Grass Stamps soiel 3 pounds of ground boa/
State of Maine Grade "A" Chicken Quarters:
Swanson Dinners:
Macaroni & Cheese
Spaghetti & Meat Balls
Beans and Franks
Corn Beef Hash
Leg Portion 34c
Breast Portion 38'
12% oz.
WA oz.
10% oz.
10 oz.
} All Dinners
3/1.00
save 17c
Fresh Pork Loin Rib Combinations: includes Rib Portion
Roast and Center Cut Chops 490 lb.
Chine Combinations: includes the Chine Portion Roast
and Center Cut Chops 590 lb.
Some Grocery Specials:
Duncan Hines Cake Mixes, 10 varieties
18 oz. pkg. 3/98e — save 29e
Bessey's Fruit Drinks, 6 flavors % gal. 390 — save 100
Baxter's Cut Green or Wax Beans, Cream or Whole
Kernel Corn, or French Cut Green Beans
303 tin 7/1.00 — save up to 51c
Very Fine Apple Sauce 50 oz. jar 390 — save 16e
Scott Towels, white or assorted colors 3/890 — save
This is the Week of Stamp-O-Rama — total of 1500 free
stamps offered in the Grocery, Meat, and Province Departments
160
8:30 A.M.-6:00 P.M. Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
8:30 A.M.-9:00 P.M. Thursday, Friday
8:00 A.M.-6:30 P.M. Saturday
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University of Maine Law School growing strong
By ELLEN F. TOOMEY
One of the more rapidly expand-
ing and lesser known branches of
the University is the Law School
at Portland.
The school, which was reorgan-
ized in 1961, was formerly Port-
land School of Law. The purpose
of the school is to provide prep-
aration for the student's entry into
the legal profession.
The school now has an enroll-
ment of 55. There are six seniors,
15 juniors and 33 freshmen.
Dean of the Law School,
ward S. Godfrey, has stated that
the school has a projected enroll-
ment of 200 students. They are
waiting for the erection of a new
building within the next four or
five 'ears, he said, and the
building is designed for the pro-
jection. Ile described the 200 en-
rollment as being a 'medium-
sized' school.
The school has a library of
54.000 volumes.
The faculty of the school in-
cludes the Dean. six full-time in-
structors, including a law librarian
and four visiting lecturers. The
visiting lecturers are practicing at-
torneys who come to teach a few
hours a week.
All classes in the school are in-
formal banter-type where the in-
structor throws out hypothetical
problems based on real cases and
the students comment and discuss
the possible defenses. There are
no lecture courses. One professor
commented, "All my classes are
the give and take kind. I never
give a lecture."
of the problems in opening
any new school is acquiring a
name, in order to get quality ap-
plicants. The faculty makes a "re-
cruiting" tour every fall. They
cover 24 New England colleges
promoting the law school to un-
dergraduates.
Representatives from the fol-
lowing states are at the Law
school: Colorado, Conn., Dela-
ware, Maine (23), Mass., N. H.,
New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, Texas and Vermont.
TWO MAINE GRADS CONVERSE—Following the freshman class in
contracts, two alums of Maine, Basil Kellis and Dennis Williams, dis-
cuss their notes from the law class. There are nine 1..-M grads in the
Freshman and Sophomore classes.
Photos by
Donald Sharland
NO DRONING LECTURES IIERE — Law school
students read case. and bring ideas to class to hi-
Colleges having graduates at the
U-M Law School include: Ameri-
can University, Amherst, Antioch,
Babson Institute, Bates, Boston
College, Colby, Dartmouth, Duke,
Georgetown, Goddard, Holy Cross,
Hunter. Lebanon Valley, Manhat-
tan, Mt. St. Mary (in Halifax,
N. S.), Nasson, Norwich, Univ. of
Denver, Univ. of Hartford, Univ.
of Maine, Univ. of Minnesota,
Univ. of New Hampshire, Univ. of
Rhode Island, Univ. of Vermont,
Ricker, St. Mary's, Tufts, Utah
State and Westminster.
Dean Godfrey believes that for
the many years when the Univer-
sity was without a law school we
lost many able people who were
entering the profession. Students
would be away from the state for
seven years for their college and
law school educations and by then
the incentive to return would have
dimmed, he said.
He hopes that the growth of the
U-M school will "reverse the
trend." Ile also expressed regret
that the law school did not re-
ceive more applicants from stu-
dents already in the University.
This would be a boon to the legal
profession within the state.
There are approximately 900
lawyers in the state and 900,000
people. A ratio of 1,000 to 1 is not
especially good, when "you con-
sider the amount of trouble 1,000
people can get into," said Godfrey.
The work load at the school
consists of a great deal of outside
preparation. Ideally a freshman
student should spend from three
to four hours of outside time for
each hour of class time, said God-
frey. However the load gradually
decreases to about two per class
for the seniors.
Activities at the Law School are
composed of work on the Law Re-
view which is published annually.
The Review is an edition of arti-
cles by members of the legal pro-
fession and comments by the stu-
dents on present legal problems.
The school also has a law forum
which arranges discussions and lec-
tures at the Portland campus by
distinguished members of the pro-
fession.
TALK AND MORE TALK—Students and instruc-
tors gather for coffee in the lounge when there is
the break between classes. Here freshman Joseph
criticized by professor. Then they remain behind
for between class discussions.
DEAN EDWARD S. GODFREY
Eziah of Waterville is making his point with the
lawyer's tools, his hands.
THE 54,000 VOLUME LIBRARY—The law school has an extensive
library with provisions for studying, including a row of desks on the
top floor in what was formerly a hospital solarium.
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Cadets appointed under
new promotion system
Professor of Military Science, Col.
John S. Gerety has announced the
appointment of cadets to fill leader-
ship positions in the First Maine
Cadet Brigade.
The announcement completes the
first major phase in the depart-
ment's new promotion system. Un-
der the new program, cadet ap-
pointments are based on ability
rather than on the cadet's year of
study.
The appointments are: Bernard
Duplisea, captain; Russell Penney,
first lieutenant; Kermit McCormack,
master sergeant; Robert Soucie,
corporal; James Butler, first lieu-
tenant; Charles Wentzell. SFC;
John Brochu, corporal; Richard
Gordon, corporal; Raymond Get-
chell, first lieutenant; Thomas Reed,
W.O.; Dennis Mattheis, SFC;
Negligence is
to be discussed
at Law School
An expert on comparative negli-
gence, Professor Richard V. Camp-
bell of the University of Wisconsin.
will discuss this new subject in
Maine law at the Univers;ty of
Maine Law School in Portland.
President H. Edwin Young of the
University of Maine will introduce
the speaker at the meeting this Fri-
* 
day evening.
A Comparative negligence statute
passed by the 102nd Maine legis-
lature now enables an injure.]
plaintiff, in a case in which both
parties were negligent, to be com-
pensated — but this compensation
will be diminished in proportion to
his own negligence.
Prof. Campbell has lectured and
written extensively on the subject
since a similar law was passed in
Wisconsin in 1931. The 8:30 p.m
lecture will be open to the public.
The dinner meeting will be in the
Lafayette Hotel and reservations for
the dinner must be made in ad-
vance to the School of Law, 68
High Street, Portland.
K D P NOTICE
Kappa Delta Pi held its first
meeting on Oct. 21, 1965, and
plans were made for the coming
semester. At the next meeting, on
Nov. 17, the members will hold an
informal discussion with several
members (4 the faculty of the Col-
lege of Education.
WEEKEND FILMS
• rida, Oct. 29th
RAMPAGE
7 and 9:30
Hauck Auditorium
Saturday. Oct. 30
KISSES FOR VII'
PRESIDENT
7 and 9:30
Frederick Quivey, corporal; John
Kazalski, corporal; Timothy Sawyer,
corporal; George Middleton, lieuten-
ant colonel; Sargeant Means, major;
John Lavin, captain; Michael Rich,
captain; John Tole, first lieutenant;
Daniel Hilliard, first lieutenant;
Rowan D. Malphurs, sergeant major.
COMPANY 'A'
Richard Leland, captain; Yana
Farrally-Plourde, first lieutenant;
William Pasquill, master sergeant;
Charles Descheneaux, first lieuten-
ant; Dean Titcomb, 2nd lieutenant;
Douglas Williams, SFC; Mark An-
derson, corporal; Robert Cobb,
corporal; Ronald Cullenberg, cor-
poral; Robert Michaud, first lieu-
tenant; Charles Peabody, second
lieutenant; William Dinsmore, SFC;
Rex Garrett, corporal; Lewis Ker-
sher, corporal; John Hall, corporal.
COMPANY 'B'
Dale Worthen, captain; Franklin
Walter, master sergeant; Beecher
Was.hbhu-n, corporal; Ian Sluslok,
first lieutenant; James Seawell, sec-
ond lieutenant; Garland Strang,
SFC; Michael McInnis, corporal;
Jan Klisiewicz, sergeant; Robert
Thompson, first lieutenant; David
Hall, W.O.; Robert Bell, SFC; Mar-
cus Stannard, corporal; Reed
Thompson, corporal; Wayne Grant,
corporal.
COMPANY 'C'
Bruce Brockway, captain; Clinton
Lawry, master sergeant; Frank Ten-
ore, first lieutenant; Richard Beck,
SFC; Dana Allen, corporal; Doug-
las Archer, corporal; Scott Br)ant,
corporal; William Carey, W.O.;
Stephen Hale, SFC; Douglas Bur-
dick, corporal; Gordon Erickson,
corporal; Jerry Giesecke, corporal.
COMPANY 'D'
James Jenkins, captain; Peter
Martin, master sergeant; Paul An-
drews, first lieutenant; Gerry Page,
W.O.; David Gardner, SFC; James
Keithan, corporal; David Pullen,
corporal; Allan Ring, corporal; Don-
ald Arnold, first lieutenant; Ronald
Fairbrother, SFC; Aiton Bruce,
corporal; Frank Southard, corporal;
Edward Zismor, corporal.
Dedication of UMP's $1.5 million
classroom building to be Nov. 8
A 1.5 million dollar building will
be dedicated at the University of
Maine in Portland campus this
November 18. The Luther I. Bon-
ney Hall will be used for classes
and other purposes.
The dedication ceremony will take
place in the Bonney Hall auditorium
and guided tours through the new
building will follow.
The formal program for the dedi-
cation is being planned by a com-
mittee composed of Assoc. Dean
William L. Whiting, Phillip A. Cole,
Mrs. Gloria L. Duclos, Miss Estelle
M. Watson and Mark S. Eastman.
University of Rochester
Prof. Richard R. Schulz, Div. of the Academic Office, Graduate
School of Business, Univ. of Rochester, will visit the Maine
Campus Fri., Oct. 29, to meet with graduating seniors interested
in graduate work for the MBA degree. The MBA is designed for
students %lio have completed degree requirements in another
area although a few in this area will be considered. Some fellow.
ships and scholarships.
How to make a snap course
out of a tough one!
Obviously, Olds 4-4-2 crammed for its finals. It masters miles with a 400-cubic-inch V-8,
4-barrel carb and a rumbling pair of pipes. Cools corners with heavy-duty suspension
and front and rear stabilizers. Goes to the head of its class with the sportiest configuration
ever to top four red-line tires. All this, and straight A's in economics, too...
like matching its modest price to your pocket! LOOK TO OLDS FOR THE NEW!
1 ant•T 'MI TO GO *NMI 11.1 •Cf10. , ,I1 vOu• tOt AL •kof.101.11/10 n101000.11 Quilti,
101•01.•00 • tot. 1,G8.• • Mita itol • ryrt.aolitc MI • I ,,,,,, • t tilt ASS • tin • VtS,• COluisf • •
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High school debates
convene tomorrow
The speech department is spon-
soring the seventh annual High
School Debate Workshop here to-
morrow.
High school debaters and their
coaches will be on hand to gain in-
formation on this year's annual de-
bate proposition, to learn new skills
and debate methods, and to have
an opportunity for practice debates.
The participants will register from
9 to 10 a.m, in the lobby of the
Memorial Union. The program in-
cludes an exhibition debate on the
national intercollegiate proposition,
Resolved: That law enforcement
agencies in the U.S should be
given greater freedom in investiga-
tion and prosecution of crime.
Also on the agenda is a session
on principles of debate and a panel
discussion on what policy in labor
management relations will best serve
the U.S.
A round of practice debates, cov-
ering the proposition, Resolved:
That the federal government should
adopt a program of compulsory ar-
bitration in labor-management dis-
putes in basic industries, is slated
for the high school debaters.
The workshop is open to all
schools in the state.
Hints for objective examinations
given by Testing and Counseling
Most students are wise in the
ways of an objective test. But others
are unfamiliar with the test-wiseness
required for this type of examina-
tion.
An outline of test-wiseness prin-
iples and a point by point elabora-
ALAS roe.
YORICK,
HE COULD
WAVE MADE
IT 
-WITFI
CLIFr'S
NoTES
if 1111 ,o
400 IllatX
dit
•••
HAMLET 111111LET
isn't hard
when you let
Cliff's Notes
be your guide
Cliff's Notes
expertly summarize and
explain the plot ard
characters of more than 125
major plays and novels -
including Shakespeare's
works. Improve your
understanding -ard your
grades. Call on Cliff's N.,,es
for help in any
literature course.
Cliffs s
125 Titles in all —amonr.;
them these favorites:
Hamlet • Macbeth • Scarlet letter • Tale
of Two Cotes • Moby Dock • Return of I .e
Natoli, • The Odyssey • Julous C.aesar •
Crime and Punishment • The It „d .
Exoectatoons • Huckleberry hnn • IS g
Henry la Part I • Wutherong Hetc.hts • It. g
Lear • Pude and Prelinfoce • Lord Jon, •
Othello • Gulliver s navels • Loio.1
thane's
$1 at your bookseller
Or write:
1‘
-2.11fiSAitta.-
till! 1 NOTES ISC
Senn Statues trove. era SECS
tion of selected principles in the
outline has been prepared to give
students some hints on how to take
an objective question prelim.
Those students interested in ob-
taining such an outline may pick
one up at the Testing and Coun-
seling service office, 102 Education
building.
TIIIBODEAU'S
Barber Shop
Expert Barbering
8-5:30 Tues.-Thurs.
8-6 Fri. and Sat.
Closed Mondays
FOUR BARBERS DAILY
35 No. Main St., Old Town
Educational Television Network
broadcasts from Alumni Hall
By MARGERY LIPTON
"Quiet in the studio!" yells Pro-
duction Manager Don Robert. "Roll
the VTR! flit the music! Fade in
slide!"
WMEB-TV, the first of a three
branch state network went on the
air Oct. 8, 1963. WMEM-TV,
Presque Isle started in February
and WMED-TV from Calais in
September of the following year.
"Push in a little camera four ...
that's good. Ready four . . . Take
four!"
The Maine network is one of the
largest and best equipped networks
in the country and is rapidly ex-
panding. It is a member of the
interstate Eastern Educational Net-
work which has among its regional
operations stations from Washing-
ton, D.C., to Calais. The Maine
network stations are interconnected
with stations in Albany, N.Y., Dur-
ham, N H., Boston, Mass., and Lew-
iston, Me. This means that these
stations receive programs simul-
taneously while the non-connected
ones receive recorded program,s via
the mails.
The Maine Educational Tele-
vision Network is supported by the
state. In a referendum, the citizens
of the state voted for a million and
a half dollar bond issue to get the
network established. At each session
of the legislature money is allo-
cated in the budget expressely for
ETV. In return for this support
from the taxpayers, the station pre-
sents many programs for the schools.
The "In School Programs" as they
are called deal with topics such as
art, music, science, nutrition, French
conversation and phonetics.
The National Education Tele-
vision Network is not a network in
the strict sense of the word. Its
member stations are not intercon-
nected. Rather, NET serves as a
program producing outfit.
Another function of ETV is the
production of classroom lectures for
use on closed circuit television here
at the university. Adult education
as a matter of fact is greatly aided
by educational television.
Ninety percent of the programs
in the 6 to 11 o'clock timeslot are
devoted to adult level shows. This
though does not mean that they are
purely insructional. Programs like
World Theatre offer adventures into
the literary and performing arts of
other cultures.
"This used to be the women's
gym," Publicity Director Kenneth
Krall explained about the studio.
He said that there was no reason
to assume that TV serves purely an
entertainment function. Rather it
should be merely communicational,
almost like the telephone. His
philosophy is that through ETV at
home and in the classroom, people
are exposed to things and ideas
with which they might not or-
dinarily come in contact.
Headquarters for the general
programming and for most of the
local productions is in the Alumni
Hall studios in Orono, and the
staff welcomes campus organiza-
tions for tours. Monthly program
guides are available free on request
to anyone who writes for one.
Pulp and paper students
receive grants, fellowships
The largest amount of scholar-
ships, grants and fellowships ever
given in one semester by any pulp
and paper foundation has been
awarded to seventy-two students of
the University's Department of Pulp
and Paper. More than $35.000
worth of awards were given by the
University of Maine Pulp and Paper
Foundation for this fall's semester.
For the academic year the awards
will exceed $70.000. This, plus
$53,000 given by the foundation for
support of teaching pulp and paper
students, will amount to over
$125,000 for the total academic
year.
The following received fifth-year
grants: D. P. Aiken, L. M. Bing-
ham, L. J. Bristol, D. R. Chase, A.
D. Correll, R. M. Edgecomb, E. J.
Farrell, T. L. Foster. N. R. Four-
nier, F. A. Groleau, R. H. Hamilton,
E. H. Jaeger, J. R. Johnstone, R.
V. Kennedy, G. L. Kimball, C.
Mendoza, J. H. Mitchell, L. W.
Moehler, R. M. Newell, D. D. No-
dine, R. D. Porter, M. E. Ray, D.
R. Raymond, T. W. Reed, M. E.
Spruce, D. J. Swett. A. B. Titcomb,
Pierre Tremblay. E. F. Whitely, B.
H. Whittemore and J. A. Withers.
livelier lather
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rk Westy's Black Bears win YC
1.
Undefeated Maine clinched the
Yankee Conference title Saturday
with a 36-0 victory over URI be-
hind the 210 yard passing of senior
quarterback Dick DeVarney.
DeVarnm has now set single
season records for most completed
passes with 71, most scoring
pa.ses, 11, and most total passing
yardage with 859 yards. DeVarney
has also assisted end Dennis Doyle
to another conference record, 19
pass receptions.
DeVarney threw three touch-
down passes as the powerful Black
Bears put together a 210 yard
aerial assault coupled with 139
yards rushing.
The Black Bears scored early in
the first period when DeVarney hit
end Dave Harnum with an 11 yard
touchdown pass to cap a 44 yard
drive.
1110N ROGERSON is another U-31 lineman that u,as unable to play
thi. year because of an injury his sophomore year. With the little line
that Maine has and the success it is making, think of %hat it might
base been with a big lineman like Rogerson.
BEAR FACTS
• 
 
 SHELDON WHITE 
Our amazing Black Bears are now 6-0 on the season with
but three games left. Outweighed in every contest thus far, the
Bears have artfully overcome the weight size and averaged 28.5
points a game, while their opponents have only been able to
garner 6-7 per game.
This Saturday Maine faces Colby, but the team and West-
erman treat the Mules just like any other team, as if it were the
first game of the year and we were still working for the top.
The Mules, defeated last weekend by Bowdoin, 28-21, will
naturally be more spirited than ever, facing a highly ranked na-
tional team such as Maine, but the Bears spirit will also be at a
maximum. Colby, an oldtime rival, is the only competition re-
maining in the state.
The last time Maine won the YC football crown undefeated,
they were unable to make it a perfect season with Bates tied with
Maine. You can believe that Maine will be out for this win just
as much as they were against YC competition.
Every team Maine faces is a tough opponent or they
wouldn't be on the schedule. Bates and Bowdoin were unable to
compete with Maine because of size of enrollment, but Colby is
still on the roster and just as any other team, they are a potential
dethroner of the Pale Blue.
Let's not be wholly optimistic about an undefeated season,
but let's hope for it. And the best way to fulfill this hope is
through spirit. Our line averages only 187 lbs. and they have
spirit but their spirit alone is not, perhaps, enough to carry their
desires.
We arc the ones that must support the team and the only
way to do that is through spirit. The team has the spirit and de-
sire to win and so do the students, so let's see if we can give them
the support to move on to an undefeated season. Colby is only
one hour away. Let's not leave that spirit one hour away, back
at Maine.
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End Dennis Doyle scored the
second touchdown early in the sec-
ond quarter when DeVarney rolled
out to the right and tossed a two
yard pass into the end zone.
Maine again called on DeVar-
ney's passing ability in the third
period as he tossed a 9 yard pass
to Paul Keany down the middle
and just inside the goal line.
With ju.t about a minute left
in the third period Ron Lanka
scooped up a partially blocked
Rhode IsLand punt and scrambled
untouched 23 yards into the
Rhody end zone. DeVarney capped
the score by running the two-point
conversion.
Charlie McDonald set up the
next TD when he blocked a URI
punt and Maine took over on the
19 yard line. Five plays later,
Frank Harney, the leading scorer
in the Yankee Conference, scored
on a two yard sweep to the left
side.
MAINE IS AS 1 ET UNDEFEAT-
ED, but the absence of big John
Sherry may have meant a big
difference in the strength of the
line. Hampered by an injury,
John at 189 lbs. was unable to
play this season and therefore
has two varsity season: left in the
rugged U-M line.
DAVIS
DRUG
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for
AND ALL FAMOUS
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DOROTHY GRAY
AND ALL
THE BETTER
COSMETICS
Placement specialist Fred Love-
joy booted four conversions in four
attempts.
The Maine defensive line which
held Rhode Island to 67 yards
rushing, blocked three URI punts.
Sophomore end Charlie McDonald
performed the feat twice. The de-
fense also kept Rhode Island from
completing a first half pass and al-
lowed DeVarney to keep the offen-
sive club moving. Special mention
should be given for the fine per-
formances of Norm Tardiff, Ron
Lanza, Doug Avery, Bob Kocs-
miersky, and John Huard. Ac-
cording to coach Walt Abbott,
Huard is the best linebacker U-M
has ever had.
The offense also merits mention-
ing as it again showed a lot of
spirit with DeVarney at the con-
trols.
Fullback Charlie Belisle again
topped the Maine rushing statistics.
He gained 46 yards in 11 attempts
and caught two passes for 29 more
yards. Paul Keany churned for 36
yards in 7 attempts and picked up
52 yards on four pass receptions.
Frank Harney caught two passes
for 32 yards and rushed for
another 33 yards. Dave Harnum
caught four passes for 43 yards.
Maine is now listed as third be-
hind first place Dartmouth and
second place Harvard in the As-
sociated Press New England Col-
lege Football Poll.
I FC Bowling begins
Henry paces IC, 5-0
Theta Chi, two year winner in
the IFC Bowling League, started
the season with a 5-0 whitewash of
Phi Gamma Delta.
Art Henry rolled a high for the
Lewis rolls 202
new U-M high
Ron Lewis, a graduate student of
U-M has set what is believed to be
a U-M record for high single string
and high three string total in can-
dlepin bowling.
Bowling Oct. 20 at the Memorial
Union bowling alleys. Lewis carded
a high single string of 203 and a
high three string total of 451.
In his 203 string Lewis marked
in every box and had three strikes
and seven spares. He had a 116
total after five boxes. In his other
two strings Lewis posted a 132 and
a 116.
Theta's and the high for the open-
ing week, a 332 for three strings.
Theta Chi also had the high total
for the entire night rolling a 1204
for twelve strings.
Phi Eta Kappa and Phi Kappa
Sigma were also 5-0 winners to tie
Theta Chi for first place. In win-
ning. PKS rolled a high total of 419
for four strings, and Mason of TEP
had the high single for the night,
125.
the COFFEE HOUSE
coffee, conversation, and
paperbacks
Friday 4:10
Discussion of Weaponry
Friday 8:30
Poetry Reading
Saturday 8:30
Greek Folk Dancing
Wednesday 8:30
Jam Session
ATTENTION
SENIORS...
Going on
job interviews?
It pays to be
well dressed.
See Goldsmith's
in Old Town
for the suit
you need and
arrange for
payments after
graduation,
if necessary.
Your new suit needs a
pair of new BOSTONIAN SHOES
for that trim well dressed look
A. J. GOLDSMITH
MEN'S and BOYS WEAR and FOOTWEAR
OLD TOWN
t
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DeVarney passes like pro;
State, YC records broken
Quarterback Dick DeVarney has
set many records for the U-M
Bears and still has three games left
to increase his all time highs.
Maine now with a 6-0 record
needs but three more wins for a
perfect season and the hopes lie in
DeVarney's passing ability.
He set a new Yankee Conference
record of 11 touchdown passes in
one season and has a total of
twelve for the season. His 69 com-
pletions for 865 yards are also
record breakers and 19 of these to
Dennis Doyle gives Doyle another
record of most passes caught in
Yankee Conference action.
DeVarney has broken his own
U-M records by completing 81
passes already for an unofficial
1061 yards. One of the few records
he has not broken is touchdown
passes in a single game, that being
three by Ken Parady. DeVarney
has, however, tied this mark three
times this season. Another record
could fall before the season closes
for three games are left.
DeVarney completed 69-129 in
YC action and over-all he has com-
pleted 81-150. (54%). This is an
average of 16.3 yards per pass.
Clark paces Styrnamen;
St. Anselm's trounced
The University of Maine's cross
country team took an easy victory
over St. Anselm's Saturday by a
score of 16-47.
In the frosh meet. Turner paced
B.U. down frosh;
Carville now 1-1-1
The U-M frosh gridders were de-
feated last Saturday 23-2 by a pow-
erful B.U. frosh team.
Neither team was able to score
in the first period, but in the second
period the B.U. frosh scored on a
55 yard romp by Bob Bassett after
he recovered a fumble. They added
another touchdown when Dan
Lucca plunged through from two
yards out. Later the Terriers added
a 33 yard field goal to put B.U. out
in front at halftime 16-0.
In the third period end Terry
Dunn scored for B.U. on a ten
yard pass, and Maine scored its
only two points when Tom Costello
tackled a Terrier back in the end
zone for a safety.
Woody Cars ille's frosh now
stand at 1-1-I on the season, having
beaten the Colby Frosh and tied
Bridgton Academy.
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DARLING
JULIE CHRISTIE
LAWRENCE HARVEY
DIRK BOGARDE
the Baby Bears to victory over
Searsport High School 18-45.
George Clark paced the varsity
with a 21:55.5 clocking followed
closely by Jon Kirkland, Lynn
Ellis, and Paul Petrie.
The harriers missed a perfect day
as Mahoney finished fifth for St.
Anselm's.
This was the fourth victory
against two defeats for Coach
Styrna and he looks forward to this
weekend when his team travels to
New Hampshire for a Yankee Con-
ference meet against the Wildcats.
UNIVERSITY
MOTOR INN
• 50 Modern Deluxe Unita
• Adjacent to University
of Maine Campus
• TV
• Wall to Wall Carpeting
• Fully Air Conditioned
Restaurant
RESERVATIONS
Call 207-8664921 Orono
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DeGraase Jewelers
watch and jewelry repairing
University el Maine
CLASS RINGS
Complete line of fraternity and
sorority oli ann s
32 Main St. Orono
bd. 8664032
WHERE CAN
YOU GET
ALL YOU CAN
EAT
for
$2.50!
UNIVERSITY
MOTOR INN
SUNDAY BUFFET
McCall preps varsity for opener;
Svendsen to coach Bear freshmen
University of Maine basketball
coach Brian McCall has been push-
ing his charges to ready them for
their first basketball game of the
season Dec. 1 with St. Anselm's.
McCall said that 14 men have
suited up and have been practicing
since Oct. 15. One more boy might
be added to the squad after the
football season according to Mc-
Call.
The Bears lost the second and
fourth highest scorers in U-M
history with the graduation of
John Gillette and Dave Svendsen.
Gillette, who averaged 19.6 points
per game last season, and Svend-
sen, who averaged 16.7 will be
sorely missed by McCall
However, the Maine mentor will
have eight veterans and six sopho-
mores to choose from when his
club takes the court in the opening
contest.
Veterans returning are Terry
Carr, Guy Strang, Bob Woodbury,
Dave Hale, Rick Woods, Bob
Brewer, and Bruce MacKinnon.
Coming up from last year's
freshman club are John Bouchard.
Tom Farrell, Dave Smith, Dale
McNelly, Dick Armstrong, and
Chip Edgecomb.
The U-M freshman team will
COLLEGE
start practice sessions Nov. 8 under
the watchful eye of Dave Svend-
sen, who has been named interim
coach.
Svendsen, fourth highest scorer
in University history with a career
total of 954 points, is taking some
graduate Courses at the University.
U-M will play 19 regular games
this season and will enter the A1C
tournament during Christmas va-
cation. Maine will play all the
Yankee Conference teams twice as
well as the State Series competi-
tors, and will face outside contests
against St. Anselm's, Norwich, and
Boston University.
MASTER
Guaranteed by a Top Company
. . NO WAR CLAUSE
. . . EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS AT SPECIAL RATES
. . . FULL AVIATION COVERAGE
. . . DEPOSITS DEFERRED UNTIL OUT OF SCHOOL
SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVES: ROBERT McCWINN - SCOTT ROBINSON
242 Main St. ORONO Tel. 866-4775
31. E. Tilatthlrr,
TRADITIONAL CLOTHING
& SKI SHOP, ORONO
CANOE
In the rapidly expanding field of men's toilet-
ries, one name carries the lion's share of
prestige—CANOE! This great after-shave,
after-shower cologne is made, bottled and
COLOGNE
$5.00 & $8.50
sealed in France. And now, it's an even bet-
ter buy that the federal excise tax has been
removed. Be sure to include CANOE on all
your gift lists.
TALC
$2.50
Maine's Outstanding College Shop
SOAP
$2.00
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